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Chapter 1

Introduction
Nobody has been able to copy the brain, as there is no machine that can
act, learn and think as a human does. But there are some approaches to it.
There are information systems and data structures that are designed to make
computers learn and take decisions the same way humans would. One of these
approaches is what we know as neural networks (see chapter 2). A neural
network is a complex data structure designed to learn and take decisions in a
similar way as the human brain would do. There are computer programs with
which we can create, configure and manage neural networks. The main problem
people have while working with neural networks is that they are really complex
and therefore it is difficult to optimize them. There are a lot of parameters
that can be changed in a neural network, and changing one single parameter
in order to make the network perform better may mean that other parameters
fall outside their optimal range. And changing those parameters may mean
that even more parameters are affected, and that can go on and on, making
the tuning and tweaking of a neural network almost infinitely complex. A
good way of making this process as short and effective as possible is Systematic
Parameter Searching. This method consists in testing a neural network by
selecting different values for some of it’s parameters and try to train and use
the network for each value combination. Then, comparing the results, it is
possible to see which combinations were the best ones. Although the idea is
simple, it is difficult and time-consuming to find the best regions in parameter
space. Given that doing this manually requires too much time and effort to
complete, it would be a good idea to have an automatic computer-based system
that can do this process for us.

1.1

Objectives

The main goal of this project is to design and implement a computer-aided
systematic parameter search solution. After the project is completed, users
should be able to systematically test the parameters of their neural network
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models in their computers and obtain a representation of results that is easy to
interpret. The work that should be done can be divided in two main sections:
parameter searching and result representation.

1.1.1

Parameter searching

Any user should be able to select any number of parameters in a neural
network and, for each one of them, select a range of values to run the network
instead of selecting just one value each time the network is run. This will be
done in the following way: given a parameter that has been selected for the
parameter-searching, users can select a minimum value, a maximum value and
a step size.
Then, the network will run once per combination of values, and the produced
results will be stored together and structured in a way that allows easy identification of the parameter values that produced each result.

1.1.2

Data representation

The data obtained from running all the combinations should be represented
graphically. Running a network produces a lot of data as multiple performance
measures are used, for example, one usually measures the number of steps that
took the network to reach 0-error, the average square error, and many more.
After this project is completed, users should be able to select one of these
measures so that all the data related to it is plotted. Once the desired field
is selected, a grid should display all the tested parameter combinations, with
each section of the grid coloured following a colour-scale, so that the the colour
reflects the value of the chosen measure, the position of the color patch in the
grid reflects an individual parameter combination. Thereby it would be easy to
identify the best value or range of values for the tested parameters.
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Chapter 2

Neurons and neural
networks
An artificial neural network is the simulation of the human brain using a
computer, making the network learn using examples; just as a normal person
does.
A neural network is a system of interconnected simple elements called neurons
that can compute an output data using the knowledge learnt using information
gathered previously.
Neural networks are used in environments where flexibility and generalization to
new input is required. Von Neumann machines are based in exact information,
they give results dependent of the program designed to use these machines; they
cannot adapt to different input data, since they always require full specification
of the input. They are serial or single-threaded. Also, they separate memory
and processing due to the configuration of these systems.
Neural networks rely on parallelism to achieve the proper result. Each neuron
works in parallel with the others to calculate the result, and each one of them
has a small amount of memory. In this way everything is distributed: processing
and knowledge.
This is due to the structure of a neural network: many single interconnected
elements that react to the stimulus using an inner function giving the proper
output.
The main advantadges that neural networks provide are:
• Fast (allow parallel implementation)
• High generalization capabilities
• High expressive power
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The disadvantadges are:
• It is difficult to choose the proper network for the problem
• Training networks is hard
• It is difficult to calculate the dimension
• They are hard to interpret (understand the inner working of the network)

2.1

Introduction to neurons

A neural network is composed of many adaptive units that are interconnected and send scalar information to each other. Those adaptive units are also
called neurons. A neuron is the smallest unit that processes information and it
is the base for human knowledge.
Each neuron obtains information from many different sources or inputs, condenses that information into a scalar value that represents the relation between
the information gathered and the detection specialization of the neuron, and
sends an output of that value. That output value is provided as input for other
interconnected units or to the final output. Neurons are not specialized in only
one task but contribute a small amount to several tasks, their tasks depend on
the situation and may change dynamically. That is why each neuron has two
functions in the system: memory and processing.
The first example of a neuron we could analyze is the biological neuron in a
neural system, showed in figure 2.1:

Figure 2.1: Biological neuron, image reproduced from [15]
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The biological neuron is composed of dendrites, the part of the cell that
receives the information to be processed.
The cell body is the one which is in charge of the processing of that data to
provide the output.
The axon is the part of the neuron that sends the output information to the
next unit or to the system that requires the output.

2.2

Neuron model

A biological neuron is too complex to simulate. A simplified model is used
instead. This model resembles a detector, as an example we could think about
a simple smoke detector.
When it receives enough input, it becomes activated, it triggers, and gives an
output related to the input given to the neuron.
The activation function is the function that sums all the inputs and calculates
the signal that is sent to other units. That signal is called activation value. Each
input has a weight related to it, so the more weighted an input is for a neuron,
the more importance it has in the activation. Neurons can detect patterns of
activity due to these weights, not isolated inputs.
Figure 2.2 shows a neuron model (unit).

Figure 2.2: Neuron model, image reproduced from [16]
The artificial neuron takes the input data, using weights and a transfer
function, to decide the output or activation that will show to the artificial
neurons it is connected to, the next neuron layer. The learning process is based
on changes in the weights to achieve a better performance in the global output
of the network.
A specially interesting type of neuron is the single perceptron. It is a type of
neuron that changes its weights proportionally to the difference between the
real output and the desired output following this equation:
8

4Wi = η(D − O)Ii , where:
D = Desired output
O = Real output
η = Learning rate
Ii = Input i
Wi = Weight i

2.3

Types of neural networks

Neural networks are composed by neuron layers. There are three kinds of
layer: an input layer, an output layer and a hidden layer. A network can have
any number of layers of each kind. Each layer connects its neurons with the
neurons of another layer. These connections are the ones that create different
types of networks:
• Feed Forward Neural Networks: In these networks, neurons are always
connected with the neurons of the next layer and they do not have loops
(they are not connected with neurons of the same or previous layers).
They are used in pattern recognition.
• Feedback Neural Networks: Neurons of these networks can be connected
to neurons that are in the same layer or in previous layers. These networks
are very powerful due to the high number of connections and loops that
they have. Their state changes until they reach an equilibrium. Once they
reach this point, they do not change until the inputs are different and they
need to search for another equilibrium point.
• Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP): Neurons of these networks are perceptrons. They are used in pattern recognition and supervised learning. Although one layer of perceptrons is not able to do a basic pattern recognition as it was proved by Minsky and Papert (1969), many layers of these
perceptrons can do this task very efficiently. MLPs are used for global
approximation, trying to simulate the behaviour of a biological neuron.
• Radial Base Function Network (RBFN): These networks are used for local
approximations, like function approximations.

2.4

Activation functions

There are two typical activation functions for neural networks: the step
function (also called hard decision function), and the sigmoid function (also
called soft decision function). Both are represented in figures 2.3 and 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: Step function, reproduced from [16]

Figure 2.4: Sigmoid function, reproduced from [16]
The formulas for the sigmoid function are:
yj =

γ[Vm −θ]+
γ[Vm −θ]+ +1

[z]+ = {z, if (z ≥ 0); 0, if (z ≤ 0)}
Where yj is the activation of the receiving node j, γ is the gain, Vm is the
membrane potential, and θ is the firing threshold.
The hard decision function is chosen when the neural network is used to
10

make a decision (for instance, true or false, turn on or turn off the alarm), while
soft decision (sigmoid) is used when the output expected is between a range
of values (for instance, amount of humidity in the air for a weather prediction
network. The more discrete the activation function, the more distinct the activation states in the network.
RBFNs have different activation functions. Examples of these functions are the
following equations.
Multi-dimensional Gaussian:
ϕ = G(x − mj , Vj )
ϕ=

1
k

(2π) 2

exp(− 12 (x̄ − mj )T Vj−1 (x̄ − mj ))

1
|Vj | 2

Figure 2.5: Multi-dimensional Gaussian
Gaussian (one variable):
ϕ=

(x−µ)2
√ 1 exp(− 1
2
σ
2πσ
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Figure 2.6: Gaussian (one variable)
MLP are used for global approximation, trying to simulate the behaviour of
a biological neuron, while RBTF are used for local approximations, like function
approximations.
As we can see, the output of the unit is between the values of 0 and 1, but it
can be scaled or biased dependent of the range desired for the output data.

2.5

Training and testing neural networks

Neural networks have two main processes: training and testing. The learning process (training) of the neural network can be done in a supervised or an
unsupervised way. is done using input-output data pairs, forcing the network
to adapt its internal weight structure and learn to obtain the proper output
when an input is given to it. This process is called supervised training. There
is also unsupervised training, which consists in the network learning statistical
regularities in the input without any output being given beforehand.
The more input-output data pairs provided to the network during training, the
more it will learn, and less error will be between the right output and the output
provided by the network. When a new input data, not known by the network,
is provided to it, the network should have learnt enough to return the output
data with the least error possible, due to the learning process it had been put
through.
During training, neural networks adjust the weights of the inner functions of
each element to match the output data for a given input with the less error
possible for each pair of data. The network is provided with a set of input data
12

and the output data expected. Units change their weight values in order to fit in
the relation between input and output. When this step is finished, a new input
and output data pair is provided to the network to repeat the same process,
but keeping the previous results so the network fits as better as possible all the
input and output pairs of the training data, as it updates the weights with the
new information. That is how the network obtains knowledge: keeping previous
weights while they are being updated.
It is important not to over-train the network, since it will get too adapted to
the data. This effect is called overfitting. If the network is trained in excess, it
will get less errors in training, but it will provide more errors with data that it
has never used before.
During testing, the weights are fixed (they are not updated) for each training
session done to the network, and it calculates the error of the output data given
by the network for another set of pairs of input data and output data (test data).
That way, we can see the optimal point of training, the one that provides the
less error during testing. A graphical idea of this statement is represented in figure 2.7. Note that the error value grows if training is too long, this is overfitting.

Figure 2.7: Learning process, reproduced from [17]
Testing is used to see how well the network generalizes to new data. The
testing is repeated many times until the test error stops decreasing and it starts
raising. That is the optimal point of training a network. If a set of new data
is used to determine when training should stop, than this data set is called
validation data. In this case, a third set of testing data is used for testing
generalization after training is finished.
Neurons use the knowledge they have obtained during training to provide an
output when an input is provided to the network. The complete animal neural
system improves in performance each time an action is taken, just as sportsmen
train themselves to have better coordination in their bodies for a specific task.
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2.6

Training method

The network is provided with pairs of input-output data during training as
mentioned before. There are two phases during that training: The minus phase
and the plus phase.The neural networks used in this project were biologicallybased artificial neural networks, so we used the minus-plus training. The network is provided with a pair of input-output data during training as mentioned
before. There are two phases during that training: The minus phase and the
plus phase.
In the minus phase, the network will only use the input data to provide an activation state (an output) using the current weight configuration of the nodes.
An additional mechanism called k-winners-take-all (kWTA) can be used. If this
mechanism is used, each neuron that was activated with a low value (weak activation) is removed from the active nodes, leaving at most k active neurons.
In the plus phase, the network will use both input and output data to learn
what was the proper configuration that it should have chosen in the minus
phase, which nodes should be active instead of the ones selected. Both activation states (plus phase and minus phase) will be compared, computing the
error of each node. This computed error is used to modify the receiving weights
of the nodes. The modification of the weights is done to reduce the calculated
error. Pairs of neurons that were active at the same time during plus phase also
get a small change in their weights to emphasize the activation. If the pair of
nodes had different activation (one was active while the other was inactive in
one phase and vice-versa in the other phase), their weight is modified to reduce
the clashing. So, the weight is changed in relation to the computed error and
the coordinated behaviour of the nodes. To normalize data and working with
the same scale, usually weights and activation values are limited to the interval
[0, 1], and the activation functions of the neurons are the ones that have been
explained in chapter 2.3.
There are many different learning methods in a neural network. Here we have
two examples:
• Conditional Principal Component Analysis (CPCA), an algorithm that
uses a model of unsupervised learning, what is called Hebbian learning.
4wij = 4hebb = yj (xi − wij ), where:
xi = Activation of sending node i
yi = Activation of sending node j
wij = Weight from node i to j
 = Learning rate
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• Contrastive Hebbian learning (CHL), a way to simulate error backpropagation using a biologically bassed model (O’Reilly, 1998; O’Reilly and
Munakata, 2000).
+
− −
4wij = 4err = (x+
i yj − xi yj ), where:
xi = Activation of sending node i
yi = Activation of sending node j
x+ , y + = Activations when both input and correct output is presented to
the network
x− , y − = Activations when only input is presented to the network
wij = weight from node i to node j  = Learning rate

Both methods of learning can be combined using the following equation:
4wij = [chebb · 4hebb + (1 − chebb ) · 4e rr], where:
chebb = Proportion of hebbian learning
wij = Weight from node i to node j
 = Learning rate
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Chapter 3

Parameter searching in
neural networks
3.1

Introduction to Parameter Search

Systems, equations and, of course, neural networks are based on data that
are combined to achieve a result about something unknown or to prove that a
given result is right.
Those engines are composed by many small parts that are combined together to
form the complex tool, the engine itself. Usually, those parts do not fit properly
and they need to be tweaked to make the whole system work properly. Those
are the parameters of the systems, equations and neural networks.
The bigger the system, the more parameters it uses. The more parameters there
are, the more times the system needs to be adjusted by the user to get better
results.
In this case we can use parameter search, which is a way to manipulate the
parameters automatically so that the user does not need to supervise the whole
process trying to figure out which is the best combination.

3.2

Parameter representation

The problem of parameter combination lies in the number of parameters
that are being used in a system. It is too complicated for a human brain to
handle all the parameters at the same time, even more if there are many different
values for each parameter that need to be taken into consideration. Representing
them in a proper way can help the user make the right choice between the values
of the parameters that are needed for the user’s system.
Each parameter has a range of values in which they work properly. For instance,
the range of a speedometer for a car should be between 0 and 200 Km/h, and
not between 0 and 2000 Km/h, because we will not be able to see a car at that
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speed. A proper range is needed for each parameter.
Also important is the step size between values of the parameters to be tested.
Using the same example, the steps in a speedometer should be no smaller than
5 Km/h and no bigger than 25 Km/h to be able to represent them properly
(Discrete values of the parameters are used, because those are the values used
in parameters and computers cannot handle continuous values either).
Sorel Bosan and Thomas R. Harris (1996) proposed a representation for more
than 3 dimensional data matrix in “A Visualization-Based Analysis Method
for Multiparameter Models of Capillary Tissue-Exchange”[1]. Their proposed
process can be divided in representation steps. Each step involves improving
the previous representation adding a new dimension in a way the user can see
the relationship between each of the parameters.
The first step is having a 3D representation of the data. In figure 3.1 we can
see the image of a function with two parameters, P1 and P2 (In this example,
P1 and P2 will be the X and Y values of a two variable Gaussian Function. X
and Y are independent and have 0 for their mean value).
2
2
z = 2π√1σx σy exp(− 12 ( σx2 + σy 2 ))
x

y

Figure 3.1: 3D representation of two parameters
If we choose colours for each of the heights of the data, for the values of the
function, we can represent this data in a 2D image, with only two axis.
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Figure 3.2: 2D representation of the function value for two parameters
If a third parameter, P3, is added, it would not be possible to represent it,
because it would involve adding another dimension and we cannot imagine a
four dimension representation.
Bosan and Harris (1996) propose to repeat these 2D images for each of the
values of the new P3 dimension added. So for each new dimension, a new scale
is added to one of the axis in the graphic, and each value of that scale contains
the 2D graph corresponding to the value of the parameter.
With 3 parameters, the graphic of the function will be represented in color
dependent of P1 and P2, repeated for each value of P3 in a row. An example
of this is figure 3.3, where P3 is the variance of the X axis, σx .

Figure 3.3: Representation of three dimensions with a two-dimensional chart
In the figure 3.3 we can see the changes of the variance of the X axis, that
18

modifies the values increasing the radius of the function in that axis.
If a new dimension is added, P4, those rows will be repeated one above each
other but with different values of P4 in the function. The result can be like the
one shown in figure 3.4 (P3 is the variance of the X axis, and P4 is the variance
of the Y axis).

Figure 3.4: Representation of 4 dimensions with a 2-dimensional chart
In figure 3.4 we can see also how the variance in Y axis modifies the behaviour of the function, and we can know how both variances modify the function with different values.
To sum up, for the first two parameters of the function, a color pattern is used
to represent the values of the function in a graph. The next parameter will
represent a graph for each of the values used in the function, so the graph will
display a row of two parameter graphs. The next parameter will represent one
of these rows for each of its values making a column of rows. For further parameter addition, new rows or columns of the previous composite graphs will
be added creating a graph of graphs display that looks like a matrix of graphs,
having the values of each parameter on the scales of this representation.
If we represent only a scalar value using colors instead of a graph as we did
in the previous example, the behaviour of the system using the combination of
those parameters can be seen as it is shown in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Representation of 4 dimensions with matrices of scalars
With this representation, the user can find the best combination of parameters the system needs for its purpose. It is very visual and the user will have
all the information in the same graph.
A proper representation of the parameter value space for the output function is
given with this model. It is useful for the user because it can be easily handled
and provides a wide map about the behaviour of the parameters used in the
system. Sometimes the user only wants to know where is the parameter combination region that adjusts the system to the purpose it was designed for, rather
than optimizing the output value.
This representation is also useful to find relationships between parameters, such
as sensitivity and identifiability explained by Bosan and Harris in [1]. These are
tools to determine fast and easily the influence in the output function and the
independence between parameters, respectively.
Beck and Arnold (1989) prove that parameters can be estimated and can be
distinguished if they are not linearly dependent in the range of the parameter
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values under study. This approximation can be done comparing only two parameters each time. More than two parameters being compared is too much
computational work. Also it must be noted that influence of parameters in the
function is also modified by the values of other parameters, for instance, parameter P1 can have much more influence in the function if parameter P2 has a low
value and parameter P3 has a high value (Relative to the range of values used
in the parameter search); and have a very low influence if P2 has a high value
and P3 has a low value.
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Chapter 4

Method
This chapter describes the program used for the development of the project,
and links the general objectives of the project explained in the first chapter with
it. This chapter also explains the process of implementing this project: decisions
made, possible alternatives and obtained results.

4.1

Initial state

In order to develop a systematic parameter search engine, we need a program that manages neural networks. Emergent is a neural network simulator
that allows for the creation and management of complex brain models. It is
open source and it is widely used amongst neural network researchers, a perfect
combination for the development of this project: being open source means that
we can easily access it’s source code and modify it, and also means that Emergent’s owners are willing to accept ideas and contributions from other people.
The fact that it is widely used has encouraged us in our will to do a job as good
as possible, because the potential amount of people that can benefit from our
project is large.
The latest Emergent version available when this project was started was 5.0.1.
Image 4.1 shows how Emergent looks like.
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Figure 4.1: Emergent user interface
The view is divided in three main frames. The left frame allows users to access all the project-related data. The main sections of this frame are the neural
network, the input and output data, and the user-editable programs that run
and train the network.
The middle frame shows the object that is selected in the left frame, and it is
here where users can read and edit the parameters. In figure 4.1 the data that is
shown with the green background is related to the layer connection specification
object (named LeabraConSpec 0 in the sample project).
The right frame shows a graphical representation of the network. In this frame,
users can also plot tables and 3D-graphics that represent the results obtained
from training and running a certain network.
Figure 4.1 shows that the layer connection specification object has more than
twenty parameters that the user can modify. In the whole network, the number
of parameters Emergent allows to modify varies depending on the number of
layers the network has and it’s complexity, but even the smallest networks have
hundreds of parameters. That gives an idea of how complicated it is to try to
optimize a network, even if it is a really small and simple one. Moreover, just
the task of locating, selecting and modifying the desired parameters is quite tedious, since users have to spend a lot of time navigating through the network’s
data structure. Emergent offers a tool to avoid that: it is called SelectEdit, and
it’s function is to allow users to group parameters they may want to edit, all
together in a single view. Figure 4.2 shows how a SelectEdit panel looks like.
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Figure 4.2: SelectEdit panel
In the SelectEdit panel in figure 4.2, which we named ControlPanel, there
are three parameters. They are located in different objects in the network, but
it is easy to group them here. The visible information is the section where each
one of the parameters belong to, their parameter names and their value. The
value can be modified by the user and, when they do so, this change is instantly
applied to the network.
Using a SelectEdit panel, provides a way to modify the desired parameters
without having to navigate the data structure of the network to find them.
However, this is not enough to be able to perform an exhaustive parameter
search.
It is natural that any user who has created or has to work with a neural network
will, at some point of his or her investigation, want to test certain combinations
of values for some parameters, in order to find out which values produce the
best results. The only way to do it would be to manually change the values
of the parameters and then run the programs that train and use the network,
once per combination. And then manually save and compare all the produced
results. This is massively time-consuming, and far from practical.

4.2

Emergent extension

In this section all the changes done to Emergent are explained. For every
major modification, a design of the solution is presented. There are also some alternatives to the solution, and the reasons why the different options were chosen
or discarded. The diagrams presented in this chapter have been done following
UML standards. We have chosen UML because of its simplicity and because it
is widely used in the software modelling area.
In the world of engineering, there are a lot of software developing models that
define the different stages that programs have to go through when being developed. An example of this is the classical waterfall model, which states that the
development of a program should follow a number of stages in a sequential way.
In this project we will not use that model, because it is too rigid and in which
the software does not evolve. We decided to use a spiral model, in which diverse
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iterations are performed through all of its stages. The main diference is that
with the spiral model, functionality is slowly added and tested, instead of doing
it in one step.

Figure 4.3: Cascade and spiral models, edited from [18] and [19]
Following the principle of the spiral model, the process of design and implementation of the project will be shown together. That is, after explaining a
stage of the designing part, some results will be shown also. This will make it
easier for the reader to understand the state of the project at the moment of
taking every decision explained in the chapter. This is also how we developed
everything, according to the design model we decided to use.
Please note that an Emergent coding standard that we had to follow states that
all the method names must start with capital letters and the variable names
must start with lowercase letters. In this chapter there are several diagrams
that follow that convention.

4.2.1

Emergent 5.0.1 internal program

Once all the objectives have been set, it is time to become familiar with the
Emergent environment and to evaluate if all the goals can be achieved.
Emergent can handle internal programs, which users can create and modify to
adapt to their personal needs. The way of creating and modifying those programs is by drag-and-dropping parts of source code from a menu. This way of
programming is quite unusual and can seem tricky in the beginning, but the
learning process is quite short and intuitive. The programming language, so to
call it, turns out to be a subset of the C++ programming language.
Using these internal programs seems quite convenient to achieve the goals of
the project. It is easily portable to other computers, its easy modifiable and
does not depend on a certain version of Emergent, so our first approach to the
solution comes this way.
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The first version of the project consists of a group of functions in an Emergent
program that can perform parameter searching for a predefined set of parameters. The set contains the most commonly modified parameters. Unfortunately,
this version is not able to perform the same job for any set of parameters in the
network, and it comes out clear that the only way for the user to change the
set of parameters to be systematically tested is to modify most of the program
code and link it again with the network. Another problem this solution has is
that if the program is moved into different projects, the user will have to check
and change the links between the program and the network, since the network
and layer names are unique in every Emergent project.

4.2.2

The new SelectEdit panel

After some consultations with the main Emergent developing team, at the
University of Colorado at Boulder (USA), we agreed that the best way to reach
the goals of the project is to modify Emergent itself, that is, its source code.
Emergent is developed in C++, one of the most powerful programming languages, so many limitations we faced before are now gone. Working on a high
level language also means that a better analysis and solution design are needed
too. The main Emergent developing team provided us a new option available
in the SelectEdit panels, called Search. The new features were made available
with the release of version 5.0.2. Figure 4.4 shows how SelectEdit panels looks
like with the new search option.

Figure 4.4: SelectEdit panel with the new options
The purpose of the new search buttons visible in figure 4.4 is to activate
or deactivate systematic testing for the parameters in the SelectEdit panel. For
all the parameters that have the search button activated, users can select the
minimum value, the maximum value and the size of each step for the values
in that range. There is one more visible value: the “next step”. This value
is read-only, and users can not modify it. It shows the value that a certain
parameter will have the next time it changes. This is useful when a program
is paused or stopped before the systematic parameter testing ends, because it
shows in what stage the program was paused or stopped.
Figure 4.4 shows the same SelectEdit that is pictured in figure 4.2, but now
the new interface is available. Out of the three parameters, the first and the
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second one have the search option active and the third one does not. Therefore,
the systematic testing engine will simply ignore parameter 3, as the user does
not want it to change during the simulation. According to the data visible in
figure 4.4, the first parameter (lrate) would be tested for values 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4 and 0.5. The second parameter (sse tol) would be tested for values 0.3,
0.5 and 0.7. In both parameters, the next val value is 0, the reason is that this
screenshot was taken before any program was run and next val was not updated
yet.

4.2.3

Systematic parameter searching design and implementation

In this project, we are modifying an existing program. Therefore, it is
practical to try to represent the initial state of it in a simple diagram.
The way Emergent works before any modification is represented in the diagram
showed in figure 4.5. Many data has been ommited, because it is not relevant
for the development of the project and including it on the diagram would make
it more difficult to read and understand.

Figure 4.5: Initial state of Emergent’s design
Knowing the initial state, now the modifications have to be placed in the
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design. There are two main options: separate the new part from the rest of
Emergent, linking only what is totally necessary, or merge the new and the
old parts. Both of them have pros and cons. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show both
approaches to the solution. In those diagrams, some parts that appear in the
previous diagram are not represented for simplicity reasons. They do not change
from the original design.

Figure 4.6: First possible design
This first solution separates the parameter search part from the rest of
Emergent. It’s basically an application of the Singleton design pattern. The
changes from the original design are marked in red: the most significant one
is the singleton object named ParameterSearch that did not exist before. The
idea is to read which parameters in the SelectEdit object have the search option
active and retrieve them in ParameterSearch. That object is the one connected
to the program, and not the original SelectEdit object. This way, the independency between Program and SelectEdit is preserved. This object is in charge
of calculating which and how many steps every parameter has to follow, and
communicate the Program objects which values should be used in following each
run of the network. It also provides a detailed output via console during runtime, and it is in charge of creating a new output data table and writing the
results into it. That table is another one of the changes: there is also a new type
of OutputData, ParameterSearchOutputData. This is where the results of the
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systematic parameter search are going to be saved. Also, the Parameter object
has now more attributes, all of them correspond to the new options available in
SelectEdit. Finally, the Program object has one new method. It is used to ask
the ParameterSearch singleton object what parameters should be changed for
the next run, and which values to be used.

Figure 4.7: Second possible design
The second solution does not use any new object, and instead adds the new
parts inside the old design. The differences with the original design are also
marked in red. The new attributes in Parameter and the existence of ParameterSearchOutputData are not different from the previous solution. The main
difference is that in this solution, Program and SelectEdit are connected, because Program needs to retrieve the information from the SelectEdit without
the help of any other object. Also, Program has now more methods. All the
functions that were previously done by the singleton object are now responsibility of Program: calculating the number of steps for each parameter and using
them, provide the output via console during runtime, and creating the new out29

put data table and writing the results into it.
The two solutions have to be compared in order to decide which one is better.
The first one allows the source code to be well structured and can be easily read
by other people who may want to work on the code in the future. Unfortunately,
Emergent’s source code is composed by a large number of files, so adding one
more does not help to make the code easier to interpret. Thus, we can not take
advance of what is supposed to be the main advantadge of choosing this solution. And the negative effect of dividing the code does appear: it is efficiency.
Dividing and structuring source code demands more code than writing it in a
non organized way. This makes programs slightly slower when they are running.
Having in account that one of our priorities was to minimize the impact this
project had in the rest of Emergent, the balance between positive and negative
things is clearly not satisfactory for the first option. The second solution does
not keep the code so well structured, but its impact in Emergent’s runtime is
almost non existant. Keeping the runtime as low as possible is the main reason
that made us decide not to create any new files, but modify the existing one
that takes care of the programs inside Emergent. That is, we chose the second
solution.
The diagram in figure 4.7 reflects how the designed solution looks like. However, some restrictions that cannot be represented with standard UML have to
be taken into consideration:
The first one affects the few parameters existing in an Emergent neural network
that do not have a numerical value, but have an alphanumerical value instead.
Those parameters can’t benefit from this project, because they can not suit any
numerical range. Adapting the project to make it able to handle this kind of
parameters is discussed in a later chapter.
Another restriction regards the fact that users can create more than one SelectEdit panel. We had to choose between two different options: Performing
one single execution of a program for all the parameters in all the SelectEdit
panels, or making Emergent take only the parameters in one SelectEdit when
running programs. This decision is far from critical, since most of the projects
will have only one SelectEdit panel, but it is still worth considering the possibility. The second option allows users to create groups of parameters they want to
test in separate runs. The downpart of this choice is that users should somehow
be able to choose a panel before they run a program. This requires modification
of the Emergent graphical user interface, which is not an option because doing
so would heavily collide with what the main Emergent developing team wants.
Fortunately, Emergent automatically chooses the panel that was modified the
last, and we found that to be quite intuitive for users: it is natural that the last
modified panel is the one that contains the parameters that the user wants to
test. In conclusion, the second option has a very little counterpart in exchange
of good benefits, so we chose it to be implemented, and discarded the first option.
And the last restriction deals with the maximum number of parameters that
Emergent can handle at the same time when performing systematic testing.
Emergent has been programmed in a way that it has seven slots for parameters,
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so that is the maximum value. For Emergent to be able to handle a larger
amount of parameters, a huge modification in its core is needed. This is a decision that concerns the main Emergent development team, and the reason they
have for not allowing more than seven parameters is that doing so would have
a big negative impact in Emergent’s runtime performance.
Once we have decided what will Emergent do, it is time to describe how it will
be done in order to reach the objectives. In the following sequence diagrams the
needed changes are represented. Those diagrams are meant to show the differences between the original behaviour and the new desired behaviour. They do
not contain all the detailed information on how Emergent runs neural networks,
because it is not relevant for this project and it would cause the diagrams to be
difficult to interpret. Also, note that the methods names used in the diagrams
are not the same as the ones in the source code. The reason is that we had
to use some method names that were already defined by the main Emergent
development team, while in the designing stage we think it is better to make
the methods have explanatory names. The first sequence diagram, showed in
figure 4.8, represents the changes needed in Program’s Run method.
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Figure 4.8: Program’s Run behaviour represented in a sequence diagram
Everything inside the red square needs to be added. Program now checks
if there are parameters to be systematically tested and calls the method named
SearchMethod(), that replaces the original RunNetwork(). Figure 4.9 shows
how SearchMethod() is defined.
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Figure 4.9: SearchMethod’s sequence diagram
Note that, as observed in figure 4.8, all the parameters that are going to
be systematically tested are reset before calling SearchMethod(). Therefore,
SearchMethod does not have to do it again. This is a precondition we fixed
when designing SearchMethod, and before calling it, Program makes sure this
happens. Once the method is started, RunNetwork() is called once per combination of parameters existing in the SelectEdit object.
SearchMethod uses the other two methods added to Program. PrintPSValues()
prints on the console the current value of each parameter for each time the network is run, and SavePSOutputData() stores the data gathered from each run
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in the ParameterSearchOutputData table. They way each one of them works is
represented in figures 4.10 and 4.11.

Figure 4.10: PrintPSValues’ sequence diagram
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Figure 4.11: SavePSOutputData’s sequence diagram
EpochOutputData stores data from all the batches of only the last time a
program was run. The only row in this table that is useful for the project is the
last one, as represented in the diagram.
After having executed a program with the systematic parameter search options
activated, the results are stored in a table like the one showed in figure 4.12. The
generation of the image has been done with the same parameter configuration
than the one in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.12: Data obtained after running a program with systematic parameter
searching active
In the table, as it can be seen, there is a row for each combination of
values for the tested parameters (values in the two leftmost columns), and it
also contains a lot of data related to the neural network that was run (values
in all the other columns). In the example followed through this chapter, the
parameters do not vary much in each run, but is it clear according to the data
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that the network behaves in a slightly different way depending on the values
of the parameters. Some of the columns are the same for all the combinations,
this is due to the simplicity of the network used in the example.

4.2.4

Data representation design and implementation

Now Emergent is capable of performing parameter searches and providing
users with reliable results. But those results are just a lot of numbers that, even
when different, can often be really similar to each other. Moreover, we have
to consider that Emergent can and will run big networks, and that users may
want to use the parameter-search feature with more than just two parameters.
As it has been said before, users may choose to test up to seven parameters
simultaneously. The result of this will surely be a never ending flow of numbers,
which will make it really difficult for the users to read and extract any positive
conclusion from the systematic testing. This is the starting point of the second
stage of the project: representing the results in an effective and user-friendly
way.
Data contained in the table in figure 4.12 is difficult to interpret, so it is best
to isolate each piece of information to reach to valid conclusions. The idea is to
make users capable of selecting one column in the table so that Emergent creates a matrix displaying all the values of the selected column with their relation
to the values of the parameters. The solution is very straightforward: Emergent should create a new table by removing all the non selected data from the
ParameterSearchOutputData table. Therefore, yet another new OutputData
table is needed. The main difference this one will have with the other ones is
that the responsibility of creating this table doesn’t belong to Program, but to
DataTable. The design is shown in figure 4.13. Note that the representation
of OutputData has been expanded so that the graph represents better the real
structure of Emergent. In previous stages it was not necessary for the development of the project to know what was behind the OutputData object, so the
details were skipped for simplicity reasons. But at this point the OutputData
tables have gained some responsibilities, so they have a greater importance now.
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Figure 4.13: Class diagram with the data representation solution
Once again, the new elements to be added to Emergent are marked in
red. Now there is a new type of DataTable, which will contain the subset of
data selected by the user from the ParameterSearchOutputData table. Also,
DataTables gain a method: VisualizeParameters(), used to create the VisualParameterSearchData table.
VisualParameterSearchData is different from the rest of the tables. It has, in
fact, only one column and only one row. That is, only one cell. This cell contains a matrix with all the desired values. Therefore, from this point on, the
resulting data will be referred to as “matrix” instead of “table”, just to keep
coherency in the text. The reason why the data is structured in this way is
explained later.
Figure 4.14 represents how the table should be created.
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Figure 4.14: Sequence diagram of the data representation solution
Note that two of the loop sections iterate n dims times, but those two loops
cannot be merged. The first loop creates the structure of the table and the
second loop fills it with data. This two stages have to be done separately.
After implementing this changes, users can select a column in ParameterSearchOutputData and obtain a matrix like the one that is displayed in
figure 4.15.The column selected for the example is avg sse:

Figure 4.15: Obtained data after selecting one column in ParameterSearchOutputData
The systematically tested parameters give the names to the columns and
rows of this table. Note that their real value does not appear, they are only
numbered. This matrix can be read in a more easy way than the big table we
had before, but this matrix can still be big enough to difficult reaching any valid
conclusion, and it is definitely not user-friendly. Emergent, though, has a feature
that provides a solution: it can convert a matrix into a colour-scaled grid, so
that each cell in the table gets a colour depending on how high or low its value
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is. This is the reason why the data is structured in a matrix contained in a single
cell, rather than in a table. Figure 4.16 shows how the colour representation
works for the previous matrix, as well as the colour scale used.

Figure 4.16: Coloured grid representing the values in the matrix
Emergent provides several colour scales, and any user can select the one
that he or she thinks is more suitable. In the previous example we used the
“Cold-Hot” scale. With this tool it is clearly easy to locate the high, low and
mid-valued results for a certain combination of parameters.
Obtaining the coloured grid from the VisualParameterSearchData table is done
using only featured that Emergent had before this project was started. Therefore, no class diagram is needed to represent any change in the structure of
Emergent, because there are no such changes.

4.2.5

Emergent 5.0.2 internal program

Version 5.0.2, published the 21st of April 2010, is the first one to include
the extended SelectEdit panel described in section 4.2.2. Therefore, from this
point on, it was possible to successfully develop an internal program like the one
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described in section 4.2.1 and make it have the desired behaviour. Our Emergent source code modifications were finished by then, so we had to compare
and contrast if it was worth to move our C++ modifications into an internal
program.
Following the recommendations of the Emergent development team, it became
clear that it was. Adding into the source code a modification that solves a very
specific need is not a good idea because if this is done for every minor need
of every user, the code would become much more complex, and the runtime of
Emergent would also be affected negatively. On the other hand, if parameter
search could be handled using an internal program, any user would be able to
modify it to make it suit his or her needs.
Therefore, we moved all the C++ code into two internal Emergent program
script code, the first one is the parameter search part and the second one is the
data representation part.
The main difference between the previous C++ version and the new internal
program version is the existence of both iterative and recursive solutions in
the parameter search part. While the C++ version works correctly with the
recursive version, Emergent has problems handling recursivity in its internal
programs, probably due to a bug in its design. At the time we finished writing this document, the Emergent developing team has contacted us confirming
that those problems with recursion should not happen. They are investigating
the possible causes of the problem and trying to have them solved in future
releases. The iterative solution is not as elegant as the recursive one, but it produces the same results and allows users to use this project while the recursion
problems persist in Emergent. Another minor difference is that, if Emergent is
redesigned to make it able to handle more than seven parameters, the recursive
version would only need one variable to have its value modified and it would
work, while the iterative solution would require more modifications.
Once the recursion problem is solved, users can switch to the recursive version
just by clicking in an option existing in the program control panel. The Emergent development team may modify our internal program to make the recursive
version the default one and to remove the iterative solution.
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Chapter 5

Sample runs
This section contains a complete example of how to perform systematic
parameter testing, both with the modified C++ version and with the internal
programs version. The examples used are more complex than the previous one,
as they contain more parameters, and they are not chosen randomly. The selected parameters are amongst the most interesting ones for systematic testing,
and varying them usually has a big impact on the behaviour of the network.
Whereas the previous chapter contained information only about the project’s
features, In this chapter it is always explained what does the user need to do to
access to all the functionalities. The chapter can be used a a simple walkthrough
on how to run our project, and will allow discussion on areas not commented in
the previous section.

5.1

Running the modified version of Emergent

For this example it is assumed that there is an existing project with the
standard elements: a network, some programs to run it and some input data.
Now lets do some systematic parameter search on that network.
First of all we need to create a SelectEdit panel and then put some variables
into it. This is done the same way as in standard Emergent. The variables we
chose are displayed in figure 5.1, with their minimum and maximum values, and
also the step size.

Figure 5.1: SelectEdit panel with all the parameters configurated
After having the SelectEdit panel ready, it is time to run the program that
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will test the network. As shown in figure 5.2, we just have to press the “Run”
button, as we would do for any normal execution. Emergent understands that
we want to perform some systematic testing because there are parameters in
the SelectEdit panel that have the search button active. Before running this
sample test the maximum number of batches was set to three, and the maximum
number of epochs was set to fifty in order to prevent the test from taking several
days to complete.

Figure 5.2: Location of the Run button
During the execution of the program, the results are written in the ParameterSeachOutputData table as they are produced. Therefore, when the program
finishes running, users only have to navigate to that table to find their results.
Figure 5.3 shows the location of the table and how it looks like after the program was run. As explained before, it looks like a tangle of numbers, but that
will be solved in the next steps. Note that, in order to be able to display a
greater portion of the table, the graphical representation of the network has
been disabled in the moment of taking the screenshot.
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Figure 5.3: Location of the ParameterSearchOutputData table
The next step consists in selecting one data column from the table so that
Emergent will create another table with all the data of the selected column
related to all the parameter combinations. To do so, users have to click on
the VisualizeParameters button visible in the bottom part of figure 5.3, and
then select a column name from the list that appears. Columns in other tables
also appear on the list, so users have to be careful to select the column of the
correct table. This is another limitation caused by the way Emergent has been
designed, but since table names also appear on the pop-up window, this is not
a serious problem.
In order to continue with the example, the column avg cycles (number of cycles
it takes for the network to reach equilibrium, that is, to reach a stable state
after input is presented to the network) has been selected. The resulting table
has only one column and one row. This may seem odd, but the one and only
cell in the table contains a matrix with all the data. This is the way data has
to be organized since Emergent is only able to convert a matrix into a colourscaled grid. Also, this allows data retrieved from several different testings in
the same table, while being organized and easily accessed. Figure 5.4 shows the
new table, named VisualParameterSearchData.
On the upper part of the screen there is the table containing the data
matrix. It only contains one cell because the network has been run only once. If
we would like to make more tests, the results would be placed in new columns.
Of course, users can delete and copy those columns as in a normal table. On
the lower part of the screen we have the representation of the matrix. That is,
where the data is. The example had four parameters to be tested, two of them
are organized in rows and the other two are in the columns.
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Figure 5.4: Location of the VisualParameterSearchData table
Finally, for viewing the results in a coloured grid, users have to click on the
rightmost button that appears in the bottom of the screen, named “View”, and
select “New grid view” in the pop up menu. Users can also choose where the
new grid will be placed. To complete this example we selected “New frame”,
the result and the scale used can be seen in figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Colour grid obtained and scale used
The grid shows that the avg cycles values is lower in a certain region of the
grid. The scale used is automatically chosen by Emergent. It’s maximum value
is 29.333, which is the highest existing value in the grid. But the minimum
value is the negation of the maximum, which is obviously wrong because the
average cycles cannot be lower than zero. Therefore, it is more useful for users
to change the values of the colour scale. According to the table in figure 5.4, all
the avg cycles values are greater than 15. If the colour scale is changed to fit
those values, we get the table showed in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Second colour grid obtained and scale used
With the new scale it is easier to see the differences between all the resulting
values of avg cycles. Now users can pinpoint the parameter combinations that
allow the lowest values. The high values are also appreciated better now.
If users would like to generate more tables and grids for different data, there
is no need to delete anything nor performing a new execution. For example,
lets try to generate a similar grid for the epoch time usr value. We have to
go back to the ParameterSearchOutputData table and click again on the “Visualize Parameters” button. The new table is placed in a new column in the
VisualParameterSearchData, just as shown in figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Second VisualParameterSearchData generated
All the avg cycles data is still available in the first cell. Epoch time usr
data is located in the rightmost cell, under the New Visual Table 1 column.
The colour grid for this table is generated in the same way as in the previous
example. Figure 5.8 shows the result and the scale. A different colour scheme
was selected in this case, amongst the sixteen different options available in
Emergent.
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Figure 5.8: Colour grid obtained for epoch time usr and scale used

5.2

Running the internal programs

When using the internal programs with the unmodified Emergent release,
the first thing to do is the same as in the previous section: we have to create
a SelectEdit panel and put the desired variables into it. Figure 5.9 shows the
panel used in this example, which has the same configuration as in the previous
example.

Figure 5.9: SelectEdit panel with all the parameters configurated
This time, our two programs have to be loaded into Emergent. Figure 5.10
shows the program control panel. In it, users have to select different variables
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to connect the programs with the desired network and data.

Figure 5.10: Program control panel configurated for the sample run
As observed in figure 5.10, both programs are visible in the left frame.
The first program to be run is ParameterSearch. Once users have selected the
SelectEdit, network, input data and output data, they just need to click the
Run button. Additionally, they must choose either the iterative or the recursive
version, as previously explained. For this example, we have selected the iterative
version, because of the recursive version has the problems previously explained
After the run is completed, a table with the selected name is generated. This
is equivalent to the ParameterSearchOutputData table from the C++ version.
Now users can select the name they want for the table. The table obtained in
this example is shown in figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Output data obtained
Once all the results have been stored in the table, users can run the second
program, ParameterSearchVisualization, in order to have a graphical representation of the data. Figure 5.12 shows the control panel for the second program.
Users have to select the SelectEdit panel, the output data table that has the
results from the ParameterSearch run, the column in that table which contains
the data to be represented and the desired name for the new table, which in the
C++ version was named VisualOutputData table. In the current example, we
have selected the avg cycles column.
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Figure 5.12: ParameterSearchVisualization control panel
Figure 5.13 shows the result of running the ParameterSearchVisualization
program. A table named alpha table has been generated. The behaviour of the
program is the same as in the C++ version: the table contains a single cell, and
a matrix with all the data is stored in that cell. From this point on, in order to
obtain a coloured graph, the user has to follow the same steps as in the C++
version: click on the View button and select the New Grid View option.
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Figure 5.13: Generated matrix
The resulting coloured grid is displayed in figure 5.14. As explained in the
previous sample run, the colour scale has to be manually modified to make it fit
the range of values in the matrix. Figure 5.15 shows the grid with the modified
scale.
The final tables are different in both examples because the iterative version
of the internal programs modifies the parameters in a different order than the
recursive versions in both C++ and internal programs. The order is visible in
the outut data tables shown though both sample runs (figures 5.3 and 5.11).
Also, the data contained in them has slightly different values because both
examples were run in different computers.
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Figure 5.14: Colour grid obtained and scale used
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Figure 5.15: Colour grid obtained with the adjusted scale
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Chapter 6

Possible improvements to
the project
In this final chapter we will discuss some ideas that can be used for further
improvement of the project. Some of them are accessible for any programmer
that wishes to work with the project, others are responsability of the main
Emergent development team. But all of them undoubtably can help making
this project better.

6.1

Parameter search for non-numeric values

This is a limitation of the project that has been commented before. There
are some parameters that do not have a numeric value, but have a string value
instead. Performing systematic testing for this kind of parameters is possible,
but it demands a really big modification of the structure of the project and
Emergent itself. First of all, all parameters have a value related to them that
tells the computer if a certain parameter is suitable for being systematically
tested or not. In other words, this value tells if a parameter is numerical or not.
Obviously, this value would have to be changed to true for all the parameters,
turning it useless for the systematic testing part. It may still have some use
for other Emergent projects, though. A better idea is to change its name to
“numerical value”. The reason behind this is that a different user interface is
needed for non-numerical parameters.
The current interface allows users to select minimum and maximum values, as
well as a step size. This cannot be done for string parameters. A suitable
interface would be one that displays a list of possible values for every string
parameter, so that users could choose which ones of them are going to be tested
and which ones are not.
The last and biggest change corresponds to the part of the code that changes the
parameters’ current values and runs the programs as many times as necessary.
This part only deals with numeric parameters, but adding string parameters
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to the project requires that before checking if the value of a parameter needs
to be changed, the program checks if the parameter is numeric or string, and
behaving differently depending on the type of the parameter. Of course, the
result should be the same: the value of the parameter changed to the next one.

6.2

Value of the parameters shown in VisualDataTable rows and columns

This change depends on the main Emergent development team, since it
requires changing the core code of Emergent. It is just a small presentation
issue, but it may help users to read the output data in an easier way. Currently,
Emergent builds the VisualParameterSearchData table (the one containing the
matrix for colour representation) naming the rows and columns with the name
of the parameter and number of iteration. It may be a good idea to write the
value of the parameter instead of the number of iteration. The counterpart is
that column and rows names would often be longer, so the matrix may not fit
well in the screen if many parameters are tested at once.

6.3

Value of the parameters shown in the coloured
grid

This is also a minor graphical change, and also dependant on the main
Emergent development team. Currently, when the coloured grid is generated,
no names appear in the rows and the columns. Users can make Emergent
display the column and row numbers, and it may be a good idea to also allow
the column and row names to be displayed. This change is really small but the
improvement that would provide is quite significant.

6.4

Parameter Optimization

Parameter Search is the first step of Parameter Optimization. Optimization
requires a search function to find the best combination of parameters of an
specified output (for instance, least square error). A first approach is to be able
to have the combination of all the parameters and the results given by them
to be able to find the output that matches the user’s desires. Next step, is to
provide an algorithm that is able to search in a smaller range near the best
result given by the parameter search representation. Once the algorithm is able
to search for the best values of parameters, it will be possible to use it to find
the optimal result without the need of the combination of all the parameters,
extending its search modifying the parameters to obtain the combination that
grants the optimal result.
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Appendix A

C++ source code
This appendix contains the final version of the source code, presented in a
diff format. This is what has to be added to the Emergent core source code to obtain a running version of this project. The code is also available online, as well as
previous versions of it, at http://grey.colorado.edu/emergent/index.php/User:LiU.

A.1

ta program.h

Declaration of the three new functions in Program.
1283a1284
> void searchMethod(int index);
> // One call to Cont_impl() per combination of search-enabled parameters
>
> void savePSOutputData();
> // Saves EpochOutputData for each Parameter combination into a new table
>
> void printPSValues();
> // Print the Parameter Search current values in the console - Verbose output

A.2

ta program.cpp

The Run() method was the one that needed to be modified to allow the user
to choose a normal run or a parameter search run for any program. Due to this
decision, we needed some variables to be able to check the choices of the user:
if any Parameter in a SelectEdit menu has the Search boolean value activated.
If that is the case, the program will perform a parameter search. If it is not the
case, the program will run normally
3887,3894d3887
<
taProject* proj = GET_MY_OWNER(taProject);
<
SelectEdit *se = proj->edits.DefaultEl(); //This takes the default panel.
<
DataTable* combinedResults = NULL;
<
DataTable_Group* dgp;
3916,3937c3909
< //If search option is enabled in at least one parameter,
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< //cont_impl sould be called once per combination of parameter values.
<
int index=0;
<
EditMbrItem *emi = se->PSearchNext(index);
<
if (emi != NULL) {
<
se->PSearchMinToCur_All();
<
// Start the Loop in index 0 of the Vector
<
index=0;
<
dgp = (DataTable_Group*)proj->data.FindMakeGpName("OutputData");
<
combinedResults = dgp->FindName("ParameterSearchOutputData");
<
if (combinedResults != NULL) {
<
combinedResults->RemoveAllCols();
<
}
<
searchMethod(index);
<
//VisualizeParameters();
<
}
<
else {
<
Cont_impl();
<
}
-->
Cont_impl();

A.3

ta datatable.h

The two functions added to DataTable
776,784d775
<
// Parameter Search Options
<
<
void VisualizeParameters(DataCol *par);
<
// #MENU #MENU_ON_Script #MENU_CONTEXT #BUTTON
<
// Creates a new table to visualize parameters
<
<
void BuildTable(DataTable* multiDim, DataTable* paramTable, String s);
<
// Recursive function that creates the table

A.4

ta datatable.cpp

The function VisualizeParameters extracts the number of parameters used
in the search function to calculate the dimensions of the multi-dimensional matrix that will store the data of the chosen column. Then, it will call BuildTable
with the table with the data, the dimensions and the name of the columns so
it can be filled by this function. We decided to create two functions because
BuildTable can be used for different purposes to fill multi-dimensional matrix
with data from columns.
3787,3895d3786
< void DataTable::VisualizeParameters(DataCol *par) {
<
<
const int dimension_number = 7;
<
int dim[dimension_number];
<
int dim_tmp[dimension_number];
<
taProject* proj = GET_MY_OWNER(taProject);
<
SelectEdit *se = proj->edits.DefaultEl(); //This takes the default panel
<
EditMbrItem *emi;
<
MatrixGeom* cell_geom = new MatrixGeom();
<
DataTable_Group* dgp;
<
DataCol* column = NULL;
<
DataTable* visualDataTable = NULL;
<
dgp = (DataTable_Group*)proj->data.FindMakeGpName("OutputData");
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<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
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<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

visualDataTable = dgp->FindName("VisualParameterSearchData");
DataTable* parSearchDataTable = dgp->FindName("ParameterSearchOutputData");
String s = new String();
if (visualDataTable == NULL) {
visualDataTable = new DataTable();
visualDataTable->SetName("VisualParameterSearchData");
dgp->Add(visualDataTable);
}
int i = 0;
for (i = 0; i < (sizeof(dim)/sizeof(int)); i++) {
dim[i] = 0;
dim_tmp[i] = 0;
}
i = 0;
int n_dims = 0;
int j = 0;
emi = se->PSearchNext(i);
while (!(emi == NULL)) {
if (emi->param_search.search) {
dim[j] = 1;
while (emi->PSearchNextIncr()) {
dim[j] = dim[j] + 1;
emi->PSearchNextToCur();
}
emi->PSearchMinToCur();
n_dims++;
j++;
}
i++;
emi = se->PSearchNext(i);
}
for (int j = 0; j < (sizeof(dim)/sizeof(int)) ; j++) {
if (dim[j]) {
cell_geom->AddDim(dim[j]);
}
}

// Now we have the number of values that each parameter can have,
//so we have the size of each dimension for the new multi-dimension array
String column_number = new String(visualDataTable->cols());
const taString column_name = "New_Visual_Table_" + column_number;
column = visualDataTable->FindMakeColMatrix(column_name, taBase::VT_DOUBLE, n_dims,
dim[0], dim[1], dim[2], dim[3], dim[4], dim[5], dim[6]);
i = 0;
emi = se->PSearchNext(i);
while (!(emi == NULL)) {
if (emi->param_search.search) {
s = s + emi->GetName();
}
i++;
emi = se->PSearchNext(i);
if (!(emi == NULL)) {
s = s + ";";
}
}
column->dim_names.FmDelimString(s,";");
if (visualDataTable->rows < 1) {
visualDataTable->AddRows(1);
}
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<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

BuildTable(visualDataTable, parSearchDataTable, par->GetName());
}
void DataTable::BuildTable(DataTable* multiDim, DataTable* paramTable, String s) {
DataCol* dc;
taMatrix* m = NULL;
dc = paramTable->FindColName(s);
Variant v = new Variant();
m = (multiDim->GetValAsMatrix((multiDim->cols() - 1),0));
int cells = 1;
int index = 0;
for (index = 0; index < m->dims(); index++) { //Number of Dimensions
cells = cells * m->dim(index);
}
for (index = 0; index < cells; index++) {
v.setVariant(dc->GetVal(index));
m->SetFmVar_Flat(v, index);
}
}
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Appendix B

Internal programs source
code
B.1

ParameterSearch

This script corresponds to the Emergent internal program that performs
the parameter searches. It includes both iterative and recursive versions, and
users can select which version to use in the program control panel.
// ParameterSearch
/* globals added to hardvars:
Program::RunState run_state; // our program’s run state
int ret_val;
// vars: global (non-parameter) variables
SelectEdit* ActiveSelectEdit;
LeabraNetwork* ActiveNetwork;
DataTable* ActiveInputData;
DataTable_Group* ActiveOutputData;
String PSOutputDataTable_Name;
int zero;
bool Use_Recursion;
EditMbrItem* my_emi;
*/
int MyPrintPSValues() {
EditMbrItem* emi;
String par;
double val;
int i;
i = 0;
emi = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(i);
while (!(emi == NULL)) {
par = emi->GetName();
val = emi->PSearchCurVal().toDouble();
cerr << " par = " << par << endl;
cerr << " val = " << val << endl;
cerr << "\n" << endl;
i = i + 1;
emi = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(i);
}
cerr << "\n" << endl;
}
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int MysavePSOutputData() {
int i;
int j;
String par_name;
DataTable_Group* dgp;
DataTable* outputDataTable;
DataTable* combinedResults;
EditMbrItem* emi;
DataColTp* col;
DataTableCols* columns;
String col_name;
dgp = ActiveOutputData;
outputDataTable = dgp->FindName("EpochOutputData");
combinedResults = dgp->FindName(PSOutputDataTable_Name);
// Create ParameterSearchOutputData if it does not exist
if(combinedResults == NULL) {
combinedResults = new DataTable();
combinedResults->SetName(PSOutputDataTable_Name);
dgp->Add(combinedResults);
}
if(combinedResults->data.size == 0) {
i = 0;
emi = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(i);
// Copy the structure, not the data, of the DataTable
while (!(emi == NULL)) {
combinedResults->NewCol(taBase::VT_DOUBLE, emi->GetName());
i = i + 1;
emi = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(i);
}
for (j = 0; j < outputDataTable->data.size; j++) {
combinedResults->NewCol(outputDataTable->data.FastEl(j)->valType(), outputDataTable->data.FastEl(j)->GetName());
}
} else {
combinedResults = dgp->FindName(PSOutputDataTable_Name);
}
// Add the Data: Actual value of Parameters and last row of EpochOutputData
if(combinedResults->AddRows(1)) {
i = 0;
emi = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(i);
// Add value of Parameters
while (!(emi == NULL)) {
col = combinedResults->FindColName(emi->GetName());
// -1 == Last Row
col->SetVal(emi->PSearchCurVal(), -1);
i = i + 1;
emi = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(i);
}
for (i = 0; i < outputDataTable->data.size; i++) {
// We needed to create a SCRIPT because using Emergent functions does not work properly. (We cannot store a DataColTp becaus
(combinedResults->FindColName(outputDataTable->data.FastEl(i)->GetName()))->SetVal(outputDataTable->data.FastEl(i)->GetValAs
}
}
}
// Recursive Search Method
int MySearchMethod(int index) {
int indexplusone;
EditMbrItem* emi;
EditMbrItem* emiplusone;
bool last;
bool test_more_values;
int tmp;
emi = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(index);
indexplusone = index + 1;
emiplusone = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(indexplusone);
if(emiplusone == NULL) {
last = true;
} else {
last = false;
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}
// // If this object is the last of the Vector, run LeabraBatch; If it is not the last object, call this function in the next ob
if(last) {
{ // call program: LeabraBatch
Program* target = this.functions[2].fun_code[5].true_code[0]->GetTarget();
if(target) {
// set global vars of target
target->SetVar("network", ActiveNetwork);
target->SetVar("input_data", ActiveInputData);
{ target->Call(this); }
}
} // call program
// //Uncomment for verbose output
tmp=MyPrintPSValues();
tmp=MysavePSOutputData();
} else {
// If it is not the last object, call this function in the next object
MySearchMethod(index+1);
}
// If all the values have not been tested yet, loop again
test_more_values = emi->PSearchNextIncr();
// If all the values have not been tested yet, loop again
emi->PSearchNextToCur();
// If all the values have not been tested yet, loop again
if(!test_more_values) {
// If all the values have been tested, return
return ;
}
// If all the values have not been tested yet, loop again
MySearchMethod(index);

}
// Iterative Search Method
int MultipleLoops() {
EditMbrItem* emi_0;
EditMbrItem* emi_1;
EditMbrItem* emi_2;
EditMbrItem* emi_3;
EditMbrItem* emi_4;
EditMbrItem* emi_5;
EditMbrItem* emi_6;
bool more_values_0;
bool more_values_1;
bool more_values_2;
bool more_values_3;
bool more_values_4;
bool more_values_5;
bool more_values_6;
emi_0 = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(0);
emi_1 = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(1);
emi_2 = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(2);
emi_3 = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(3);
emi_4 = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(4);
emi_5 = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(5);
emi_6 = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(6);
do {
do {
do {
do {
do {
do {
do {
// TODO: Run the Network
{ // call program: LeabraBatch
Program* target = this.functions[3].fun_code[8].loop_code[0].loop_code[0].loop_code[0].loop_code[0].loop_code[0]
if(target) {
// set global vars of target
target->SetVar("network", ActiveNetwork);
target->SetVar("input_data", ActiveInputData);
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{ target->Call(this); }
}
} // call program
MyPrintPSValues();
MysavePSOutputData();
if(!(emi_0 == NULL)) {
more_values_0 = emi_0->PSearchNextIncr();
emi_0->PSearchNextToCur();
if(!more_values_0) break;
}
} while (!(emi_0 == NULL));
if(!(emi_1 == NULL)) {
more_values_1 = emi_1->PSearchNextIncr();
emi_1->PSearchNextToCur();
if(!more_values_1) break;
}
} while (!(emi_1 == NULL));
if(!(emi_2 == NULL)) {
more_values_2 = emi_2->PSearchNextIncr();
emi_2->PSearchNextToCur();
if(!more_values_2) break;
}
} while (!(emi_2 == NULL));
if(!(emi_3 == NULL)) {
more_values_3 = emi_3->PSearchNextIncr();
emi_3->PSearchNextToCur();
if(!more_values_3) break;
}
} while (!(emi_3 == NULL));
if(!(emi_4 == NULL)) {
more_values_4 = emi_4->PSearchNextIncr();
emi_4->PSearchNextToCur();
if(!more_values_4) break;
}
} while (!(emi_4 == NULL));
if(!(emi_5 == NULL)) {
emi_5 = emi_5->PSearchNextIncr();
emi_5->PSearchNextToCur();
if(!more_values_5) break;
}
} while (!(emi_5 == NULL));
if(!(emi_6 == NULL)) {
more_values_6 = emi_6->PSearchNextIncr();
emi_6->PSearchNextToCur();
if(!more_values_6) break;
}
} while (!(emi_6 == NULL));
}
void __Init() {
// First compile any subprogs that could be called from this one
{ Program* target;
if (ret_val != Program::RV_OK) return; // checks previous
target = this.functions[2].fun_code[5].true_code[0]->GetTarget();
target->CompileScript(true); // true = force!
}
// init_from vars
// run our init code
// Then call init on any subprogs that could be called from this one
{ Program* target;
target = this.functions[2].fun_code[5].true_code[0]->GetTarget();
target->SetVar("network", ActiveNetwork);
target->SetVar("input_data", ActiveInputData);
ret_val = target->CallInit(this);
}
}
void __Prog() {
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// init_from vars
// prog_code
ActiveSelectEdit->UpdateAfterEdit();
my_emi = ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchNext(zero);
// Reset Values or Parameters
if(!(my_emi== NULL)) {
ActiveSelectEdit->PSearchMinToCur_All();
}
if(Use_Recursion == true) {
cerr << "Using Recursive Method...\n" << endl;
// Recursive Search Method
MySearchMethod(zero);
} else {
cerr << "Using Iterative Method...\n" << endl;
// Iterative Search Method
MultipleLoops();
}
StopCheck(); // process pending events, including Stop and Step events
}

ret_val = Program::RV_OK; // set elsewise on failure
if (run_state == Program::INIT) {
__Init();
} else {
__Prog();
}

B.2

ParameterSearchVisualization

This script corresponds to the Emergent internal program that handles data
visualization.
// ParameterSearchVisualization
/* globals added to hardvars:
Program::RunState run_state; // our program’s run state
int ret_val;
// vars: global (non-parameter) variables
SelectEdit* ActiveSelectEdit;
DataTable_Group* ActiveOutputData_Group;
DataTable* ParameterSearchOutputData;
float_Data* PSOutputDataColumn;
String VisualizationDataTable_Name;
int dimension_number;
*/
int_Array* CalculateArrayDimensions() {
// myArray
SelectEdit* se;
EditMbrItem* emi;
int i;
int j;
int_Array* myArray;
i = 0;
j = 0;
myArray = new int_Array();
myArray->SetSize(dimension_number);
myArray->InitVals(0, 0, -1);
se = ActiveSelectEdit;
emi = se->PSearchNext(i);
while (!(emi == NULL)) {
if(i >= dimension_number) break;
if(emi->param_search.search) {
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myArray->Set(j, 1);
while (emi->PSearchNextIncr()) {
myArray->Set(j, myArray->FastEl(j) + 1);
emi->PSearchNextToCur();
}
emi->PSearchMinToCur();
j = j + 1;
}
i = i + 1;
emi = se->PSearchNext(i);
}
return myArray;

}
int PSVisualization() {
String s;
SelectEdit* se;
EditMbrItem* emi;
MatrixGeom* cell_geom;
DataColTp* col;
int i;
int j;
int n_dims;
String column_name;
DataTable* visualDataTable;
int_Array* myArray;
myArray=CalculateArrayDimensions();
cell_geom = new MatrixGeom();
se = ActiveSelectEdit;
visualDataTable = ActiveOutputData_Group->FindName(VisualizationDataTable_Name);
if(visualDataTable == NULL) {
cerr << "Creating VisualDataTable...\n" << endl;
visualDataTable = new DataTable();
visualDataTable->SetName(VisualizationDataTable_Name);
ActiveOutputData_Group->Add(visualDataTable);
}
n_dims = 0;
// Maximum of 7 dimensions due to restrictions of multidimensional matrix in Emergent
for (j = 0; j< dimension_number; j++) {
if(myArray->FastEl(j)) {
cell_geom->AddDim(myArray->FastEl(j));
n_dims = n_dims + 1;
}
}
column_name = VisualizationDataTable_Name + "_" + visualDataTable->cols();
col = visualDataTable->FindMakeColMatrix(column_name, taBase::VT_DOUBLE, n_dims, myArray->FastEl(0), myArray->FastEl(1), myArray
i = 0;
emi = se->PSearchNext(i);
while (!(emi == NULL)) {
if(emi->param_search.search) {
s = s + emi->GetName();
}
i = i + 1;
emi = se->PSearchNext(i);
if(!(emi == NULL)) {
// Delimitation for names or the variables for the multidimensional matrix
s = s + ";";
}
}
col->dim_names->FmDelimString(s, ";");
if(visualDataTable->rows < 1) {
visualDataTable->AddRows(1);
}
}
int BuildVisualTable() {
taMatrixT* m;
int cells;
int index;
DataTable* visualDataTable;
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// No table created
if(visualDataTable == NULL) {
visualDataTable = ActiveOutputData_Group->FindName(VisualizationDataTable_Name);
}
index = 0;
cells = 1;
m = visualDataTable->GetValAsMatrix(visualDataTable->cols() - 1, 0);
for (index = 0; index < m->dims(); index++) {
cells = cells*m->dim(index);
}
for (index = 0; index < cells; index++) {
m->SetFmVar_Flat(PSOutputDataColumn->GetValAsVar(index), index);
}

}
bool CheckPSDataTables() {
SelectEdit* se;
EditMbrItem* emi;
int i;
String parameter_name;
DataColTp* column;
String output_name;
int output_column_row_number;
int output_datatable_row_number;
String_Data* Var_8;
// Check if the PSOutputDataColumn is in ParameterSearchOutputData
output_name = PSOutputDataColumn->GetName();
column = ParameterSearchOutputData->FindColName(output_name, false);
if(column == NULL) {
cerr << "Error:\nParameterSearchOutputData Table and PSOutputDataColumn do not match\nPSOutputDataColumn is not a column of Pa
return false;
}
output_column_row_number = PSOutputDataColumn->rows();
output_datatable_row_number = column->rows();
if(!(output_column_row_number == output_datatable_row_number)) {
cerr << "Error:\nParameterSearchOutputData Table and PSOutputDataColumn do not match\nDifferent number of rows\n"<< " output_
return false;
}
column = NULL;
se = ActiveSelectEdit;
i = 0;
emi = se->PSearchNext(i);
return true;
}
void __Init() {
// init_from vars
// run our init code
}
void __Prog() {
// init_from vars
// prog_code
bool correct_data_tables;
correct_data_tables=CheckPSDataTables();
if(correct_data_tables) {
PSVisualization();
BuildVisualTable();
}
StopCheck(); // process pending events, including Stop and Step events
}

ret_val = Program::RV_OK; // set elsewise on failure
if (run_state == Program::INIT) {
__Init();
} else {
__Prog();
}
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Appendix C

Emergent 5.0.1 internal
program
The first approach to the solution of Systematic Parameter Testing was
to create an internal program in Emergent that could handle the process of
systematic testing inside an Emergent project. It was needed to know if it was
possible to do a systematic testing of parameters in the beginning to decide if
the project was viable or not.
During this process, it was decided to create nested loops to test every parameter
that was important to be tested: lrate, savg cor, kWTA pct, rnd mean, rnd var
and FB wt scale rel.

Figure C.1: Control Panel in SelectEdit representing parameter attributes
So, the program created had six nested loops to call the run function of the
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network, updating each of the parameters each loop.

Figure C.2: Nested loops in program code
During the development of this approach, it was decided that the variables
added to SelectEdit were variables that were inside our programs. SelectEdit did
not have at that time the expansion provided by Emergent development group,
so we needed four variables for each parameter the user wanted to modify:
• [Variable Name] test: Activate Parameter Search for this parameter.
• [Variable Name] min: Minimum value for the search of this parameter.
• [Variable Name] max: Maximum value for the search of this parameter.
• [Variable Name] steps: Number of steps between the min and max values.
Emergent development group used a step size instead of this decision. It
was decided this way to allow the user to calculate the number of simulations of the network instead of deciding the accuracy of the parameters
deciding the step size.
It was decided also that an error test function should check if the user modified properly the parameters and not run the parameter test if any of those
parameters was wrong; and also make the user note what was the wrong parameter. This function was always called before running the Systematic Parameter
Search program, so it would have no problems during the process. Also, this
function was not needed in the final approach because the interface of the Parameter Search option in SelectEdit checked that every value was correct using
some special functions.
Each parameter was linked directly from this program to the network of the
project, and the values provided in SelectEdit were used by the same program
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Figure C.3: Error checking before running
to modify the parameter of the network during each loop.
The problem with this approach was that this program needed to be adapted
to each new network. The user would have to make every connection with the
network each time a new network was added or this program was added to an
existing project. One of our main goals was to allow users to perform systematic
parameter searches without them needing to know much about program management in Emergent. That is, we wanted users to be able to have access to this
project with just a few clicks and without changing the code of the functionality.
Since it was not possible to achieve this goal this way, Emergent development
group was contacted to discuss about adding this function to the source code of
Emergent. Access to the code was granted to us and we began working in the
final approach to the solution: modifying the source code to make it easier for
the final user.
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Appendix D

Calculating connections
between layers
One of the first requests of the user was to connect groups of units of the
input layer with groups of units in the hidden layer so that the interconnections
were made between groups of neurons rather than between units.

Figure D.1: Representation of the connections between the different layers
The concept beneath groups of units can be explained as how the eyesight
works. The eye has an inner membrane called retina that has the cells that
react to light stimulus. Each cell, instead of working separately detecting only
the light coming from one spot, is working with the surrounding cells to detect
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a section of the light map that comes inside the eye. Each cell of that group
takes information of the same region of the light map and, together, they send
an Unique information signal to the brain, deciding what is the most important
thing that can be expressed with that information.
Groups of units work in a similar way in neural networks. As it can be seen in
the previous image, the selected unit in the hidden layer (green color) is taking
information from the 3x4 input layer region showed in red. That unit also sends
the related information to all the units in the output layer, but it can be also
modified to provide output data only to groups of units in that layer instead of
all of them.
The parameters that are required to be modified to achieve this combination
need a specific proportion between them to provide the desired output.
In this implementation, the user could modify the size of the receiving groups in
the hidden layer, the number of groups in that layer, and the size of the sending
groups in the input layer.
Sending units or sending groups are the units or groups that send information to
the next layer. Receiving units and receiving groups are the ones which receive
that information.
In the SelectEdit named ControlPanel in this project, the user is allowed to
change some parameters of the network geometry: Input Layer, Hidden Layer
and Output Layer geometries, sending groups size of the input layer and also
deciding if the hidden layer has receiving groups and their unit geometry.
When the user has chosen the proper values for each of the dimensions of the
layers, he or she needs to execute the Init function of TestBench, the program
provided in this project to modify all the values of the networks and also their
size. This initialization is needed to check if there is any error before performing the Parameter Search that was implemented in the first approach of this
thesis, which is executed when the user clicks the Run button of the TestBench
program.
Using the values provided by the user in the ControlPanel, the Init function
calculates and modifies the values in the network layers to fit the geometry that
the user wants them to have.
First of all, the geometry of the sending group is defined using the function
MakeRectangle in TesselPrjnSpec of the Network. The values provided to this
function are: X dimension of the sending group, Y dimension of the sending
group, 0 for the X starting position in the sending layer (Input Layer) and 0 for
the Y starting position in the sending layer (Input Layer).
Then, the function modifies the size of the receiving groups in the Hidden layer
as the user decided in the ControlPanel.
Now that the geometry of the sending groups and the receiving groups is fixed,
we need to calculate the proportion of sending data to the receiving groups.
Figure C.2 contains a representation of the layers.
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Figure D.2: Representation of the layers
Using the measurements of the image is easier to represent the calculated
values of Send Scale in TesselPrjn. The values a, c, e and g correspond to the
X axis, while b, d, f and h are referred to the Y axis. The functions that were
used to calculate the Send Scale values are the same for both axis.
RGx = #of ReceivingGroupsx =
RGy = #of ReceivingGroupsy = db

a
c

SGx = #of ReceivingGroupsx =

e
g
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SGy = #of ReceivingGroupsy =

f
h
e−g
e−g
#Groupsx −1 = a
c −1
f −h
f −h
=
b
#GroupsY −1
d −1

Stepsx = #of U nitsM ovingBetweenGroupsx =
Stepsy = #of U nitsM ovingBetweenGroupsy =
SendScale(xAxis) =
SendScale(yAxis) =

Stepsx
SizeOf Groupx

Stepsy
SizeOf Groupy

=

=

e−g
a −1
c

c

f −h
b −1
d

d

So, if the user changes the previous values of the network to the ones in
figure C.3:

Figure D.3: Values have been changed
The resulting network when the Init funtion of TestBench is run is shown
in figure C.4.
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Figure D.4: Resulting network
And another view, where the receiving unit is different is, so we can prove
that the equations to calculate the value of Send Scale work properly is shown
in figure C.5.
As it can be seen, the equations to calculate the proportions between sending
groups and receiving groups return the desired values for Send Scale.
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Figure D.5: Different receiving unit of the resulting network
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